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•   Provides quick and efficient inspection and repair of 
full truck locomotives

•  Adaptable to satisfy almost any service requirement 
or size pit

•  Features remote operation eliminating a potential 
tripping hazard from a tethered control unit

•  Optimizes safety with self-locking buttress screws 
that remain stationary in the event of a drive 
malfunction

•  Supplied with a unique sectional top which can be used 
when only a single axle wheel set is to be replaced



In collaboration with major railroads, Whiting Corporation 
has designed and developed drop tables that can be found 

in most major heavy locomotive repair shops throughout the 
country.

Whiting understands the demands of modern railcar 
maintenance shops. Built to the highest quality standards, 
drop tables continue to run in the harshest conditions. With 

flexible design options and an experienced engineering 
team, Whiting designs each drop table to meet the unique 
application requirements of your facility with a focus on 
safety, long-term reliability, and ease of maintenance.

Whiting Corporation has been instrumental in developing 
many of the value features found on drop tables today. 
To remove a traction motor combo or two and three axle 
trucks with a drop table, the locomotive is located and 
supported by movable body supports over the table top. 
The trucks are disconnected, lowered, transferred laterally 
and raised to a release track. The trucks can then be 
moved to a maintenance area where inspection and repair 
can be performed quickly and efficiently.

Drop tables designs are available in capacities to transfer 
practically any locomotive truck mechanism from a 
service track to a release track … quickly and easily. 
Installations now serve pits from 4 feet to 26 feet in width 
and capacities range from 20 to 250 tons. Various types 
of release track covers are available including covers that 
raise automatically as the drop table is raised or fixed 
covers that can be removed by overhead cranes.

Because Safety and Reliability Matter...
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Whiting drop tables in conjunction with our body supports and world-class service help improve 
safety and reliability while lowering the total cost of ownership of your investment.

The Results 


